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VADA STUDIOS
NEWSLETTER
Hollywood Field Trip 2017
Our latest VADA Dramatic Arts Diploma graduates headed to Hollywood for their busy
4 day field trip during which they met with Immigration officials to learn how to work
in Hollywood; LA Manager Micheal Greenwald; Casting Directors Paul Weber and
Dean Fronk; Producers Brent Piaskoski and Robert Munic; Worked on scenes with
Actress Deborah Wilson and checked out “The Groundlings” Improv show.
And of course… they even had a little time for R&R on Hollywood Boulevard.
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Intro to Acting Certificate Graduates

Watch for VADA Grads in
these upcoming shows!

Another talented group of Intro to Acting Certificate grads are
off and running as they explore the world of TV & Film acting.

Alex Barima
“Supernatural”
“Travelers”

Our Intro to Acting Certificate is for beginners (and those with
a theatre background) who are looking to break into the TV &
Film industry in BC. Classes introduce actors to the
professional level of on-camera acting. You learn VADA’s
techniques and basics, briefing you on all areas of film and
TV acting. Missing out on
foundation can stunt your growth in our more advanced
classes or leave holes in your training. The class gives you a
taste of what it takes to be a professional actor. During
classes students cover:
Text Analysis / Script breakdown / Emotions / Characters
/ On Camera Techniques / On Set & Audition Etiquette /
On Camera Cold Reads / Auditions for TV & Film /
Commercial Auditions / Acting Business / Getting
Headshots / Creating Resume
Classes take place on over a period of 8 weeks every
Wednesday evening from 6-9 pm.
Note: Those who choose to continue into our Full Time
Dramatic Arts Diploma Program will have fees paid for their
Intro to Acting Certificate deducted from tuition of their
Diploma program.

Aren Buchholz
“When Calls the Heart”
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BC High Schools Workshop Tour
Thank you to Drama Teachers Jason Anderson of L.A. Matheson Secondary School
and Ashley Adamson of Semiahmoo Secondary for VADA to run workshops in April.
L.A. Matheson students took part in an On-Camera Workshop, afterwhich two
students performed a one act scene called “The Art of Dating” and received feedback
on how to increase stakes of the scene.
Semiahmoo students did a Masks Workshop with VADA Instructor, Andy Thompson
and really got into their performances, with some making some strong choices.
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Featured Alumni - Luvia Petersen
Luvia Petersen was raised in Montreal,
Canada until the age of 6, when her family
relocated to Alberta. After three years her
family moved to BC, which is where she lives
today.
Luvia showed a strong interest for both
athletics and drama while attending highschool in Kelowna, BC. She chose to pursue
athletics, which lead her to participating at the
provincial level in both rugby and soccer. After
a successful run in the world of sports, Luvia
chose to revisit her love for acting. She
graduated our Dramatic Arts Diploma
Program in 2003 and continued training under
renowned acting coach Warren Robertson
(teacher to Larry Moss) while teaching and
coaching at Vancouver Academy of Dramatic
Arts. (2004-2010).

Luvia is best known for her work as the sexy and
powerful Jasmine Garza on SyFy’s “Continuum”. Her
first professional job came at the age of 25, when she
was cast in the Emmy nominated TV series “The LWord”. From there, Luvia went on to host the first
season of the documentary TV series “Hot Pink
Shorts”. She has since guest starred on
“Proof”, “Motive”, “The 100”, “The Tomorrow People”,
“Psych” and “Falling Skies”.
Luvia is also proud to have worked on two features
films that originated as iconic television series,
“Battlestar Galactica: The Plan” and “The X Files: I
Want to Believe”.
Check out Luvia’s Demo Reel: https://luviapetersen.com/demo-reel/
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Instructor Spotlight- Andy Thompson
Andy Thompson is a multi-award winning
theatre and film producer, writer, actor,
teacher and director. He is the founding
Artistic Director of The Virtual Stage, a
Vancouver-based theatre company dedicated
to the investigation of emerging technologies
in theatre.
Andy has been nominated for 10 Jessie
Richardson Theatre Awards as an actor,
director, writer and designer. In addition, Andy
produced, designed the video and performed
in the multi-award winning “live-cinematic” hit
production of "No Exit" (co-produced by The
Virtual Stage and Electric Company Theatre
in 2008), which won the “Outstanding
Production” and “Critics’ Choice Innovation”
Jessie Awards before touring North America,
including the prestigious American
Conservatory Theater in San Francisco in
2011.
Andy has written, directed and produced several hit shows, including the smartphone enabled, roving theatre adventure series "The Zombie Syndrome" and the scifi musical comedy "Broken Sex Doll" (2013), which was acclaimed by critics and
hailed as “the next big thing in Canadian Theatre” and won an "Ovation Award" for
“Outstanding New Work”.
Andy’s credits include the short film "Cruel & Unusual" (official selection: 2012
Vancouver Short Film Festival), "Repair Man" (3rd place overall and top-ranking
Canadian film: 2011 International 100-Hour Film Race), "The Provider" (Grand Prize
winner: 2010 Bloodshots 48-Hour Horror Filmmaking Competition and 'Coup de
Coeur’ distinction: 2011 Cannes Film Festival).
A 1993 graduate of Studio 58, Andy’s recent film and television acting credits include
roles in "Arrow" "Supernatural" "Finding Mrs. Claus" "Fringe" "Level Up" "True
Justice" and Steven Spielberg’s Disney adaptation of the Roald Dahl novel "The
BFG”
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The TV & Film Production Industry in British Columbia is thriving and many Theatre actors
are looking to cash in on this success. While some have been successful at doing so, others not
so much. There are a number of differences between Theatre vs TV & Film acting. Here are
just a few things to ponder.

Crossing Over to TV & Film
Going from the stage to the silver screen.
Working Environment
Theatre
The theatre offers a wonderfully nurturing environment for training as an actor and
developing your craft. Weeks (sometimes months) are spent with other cast members who
often become like extended family members (and probably spend more time with you than
their own). Countless hours are spent rehearsing and meeting with the Director to experiment
and get the scene just right. By the time the curtain goes up on opening night, you could
probably perform your role in your sleep, having rehearsed it so many times. Not so with Film
and TV.
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TV & Film
Film sets are logistical wonders, where a small army of crew can be seen purposefully
walking around, setting up or breaking down equipment for the next scene. It’s controlled
chaos with wranglers checking in extras/background performers, assigning call times, herding
actors to and from wardrobe ensuring they don’t get lost, or worse, bother any highly-paid
talent (“stars”). Meanwhile Principal and Supporting Actors spend their time preparing
scenes, sitting in make up or waiting in their trailer to be called on set. It’s a hurry up and wait
approach to acting and, depending on how many takes of a scene the Director wants, it can be
a very long day.
Working in TV and Film, you have very little (if any)
rehearsal time. You are expected to come to set ready to
perform. By the time you arrive, you’ve researched your
character and prepared your lines. You may or may not
receive guidance (depends upon who’s directing) and
every Director has their own way of working with their
actors.
“Crossing over to TV & Film allows you to
go from acting “big” to acting “small.”

The Location
Theatre
As a theatre actor you (usually) work indoors on a stage with your audience just metres or
hundreds of feet away. For those sitting in the back row, you have to act “big” by projecting
your voice and exaggerating your facial expressions, reactions and gestures to enable them to
hear and see your performance. Also, because you are performing live, an audience will notice
any mistakes you make.

TV & Film
Crossing over to TV and Film allows you to go from acting “big” to acting “small”. You can
now give a more “realistic” performance. The camera and mic eliminate any distance between
a viewer and actor, so even the slightest change in facial expression (a watery eye, sideways
glance, biting of the lip, etc.) is picked up to reveal emotions your character is feeling.
Your aim is to make your performance as authentic as possible with your emotional reactions,
body language and tone. Music or visual effects added later will serve to enhance your
performance and, if you or the Director, don’t like they way the scene was done, you can do it
over again (and again...).
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The Script
Theatre
As a stage actor, you have the thrill of performing some of the greatest plays ever written.
Many of these plays are performed countless times around the world every year (and often in
different languages). The scripts are all publicly available and devoted fans can often recite
the entire script from memory. While you can bring your own interpretation of the character to
the role, you may not deviate from the script. The audience may have pre-conceived ideas of
your character, so if you stray too much from what they are expecting, you can run afoul with
those who dislike change or too much interpretation. They may be waiting to hear a particular
line from the play that strikes a chord with them and, if you don’t deliver it just right, they
could come away feeling disappointed in your
performance.

TV & Film
Crossing over to Film & TV offers added flexibility and
the chance to give input about your character and the
way YOU envision them. You may be able to make
suggestions regarding your character’s disposition,
mood and emotions when analyzing the script. Since
most TV and Film productions are being produced for
“You may even be able to shape their
the first time (unless a remake or sequel), you won’t
personality by choosing to incorporate a
have the ability to draw on a past performance of the
personality tick, a character flaw or a physical
role.
imperfection.”
The audience has no preconceived ideas of what your
character should look or sound like and this is very
liberating, providing an opportunity to bring your artistic input for your character (e.g. walks
with a limp, talks quickly or slowly, with an accent or stutter etc.). You may even be able to
shape their personality by choosing to incorporate a personality tick, a character flaw or a
physical imperfection. This will, of course, need to be discussed ahead of time with the
Director or Screenwriter. You may even have some wiggle room to improvise dialogue in a
scene, but be careful, since some Directors are less welcoming to this than others. Note: Make
sure you have a green light to do so before suggesting any changes to the script. If you feel
very strongly that your character would not say or do something, you may be able to offer an
alternative approach.
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On Camera Acting
Theatre
As a theatre actor, you understand key principals involved in movement on a stage and your
training in script analysis and character building will transfer over nicely to TV and Film.
However, you’ve enjoyed the luxury of performing for an audience positioned in front of you,
to your right and your left. Things change a lot when working on camera.

TV & Film
Acting on camera offers a very different set of challenges since a Director may choose to
capture a scene from any number of angles (even overhead). Aside from technical challenges
of lighting and camera position, you need awareness of terminology used on set; an
understanding of exactly what the camera is trying to capture; and where other actors and
props are in relation to you and the camera. You need to make sure to hit your mark and, if
you need to move from there, that you won’t be blocking other actors with any gestures you
make (waiving, pointing, flailing your arms etc).
You also need to consider how you are reacting to a person who’s speaking in the scene, since
your coverage may be captured in the shot as well. If the director yells “CUT!” you must
remember your last position and actions you took leading up to the stoppage, so you can
continue the next shot from there. Directors may choose to shoot scenes out of order (e.g. last
scenes first) or want to shoot a scene multiple times. It’s imperative that you play your
character consistently between each take, emotionally and physically.

Crossing over from the stage to TV and Film involves much more than just speaking naturally
and not waving your hands around everywhere. You need to find an accredited TV and Film
acting school with a sold reputation among Talent Agents and Casting Directors for creating
industry-ready actors; being taught by industry-experienced instructors working in the
industry now; taking what you already know about acting and adopting new techniques and
approaches, so when you do get the chance to audition, you own the room!

Break a Leg!
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$cholarship Opportunities
For 2017 High School Grads!
Up to $1000 towards VADA's
Dramatic Arts Program Diploma
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